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I develop computer vision and machine learning methods that learn structures from natural data, where I make
learning mechanisms, models and learned representations all be aware of the structures of the data. Such methods
could unleash new applications in medicine and active vision.
Computer vision (CV) and machine learning (ML), particular forms of artificial intelligence, are gradually
changing the landscape of various fields and can be applied to the real world. For example, in healthcare
and medicine, CV and ML have made tremendous development, especially when medical imaging is
involved, such as disease diagnosis [1], [2], health monitoring [3], medical treatment [4], etc. I hold
the view that CV and ML are crucial to facilitate accurate, efficient, and interpretable solutions to many
science, medicine and engineering problems.
There are three main challenges towards the deployment of CV and ML models for real-world problems:
1) While large-scale data is being produced daily, it needs to go through resource-consuming manual
annotations before being ready to be used for training CV and ML models. 2) Trade-offs between accuracy
and efficiency exist in CV and ML models. The size of such models are growing exponentially for high
accuracies in the past few years. However, for deployment and practical use in real-world problems,
models need to be efficient: low latency with low computation cost. It is challenging to design small yet
high-performance models. 3) Existing CV models focus more on learning what (categories, semantics)
rather than where (geometric structures) from images. However, such structures are important in many
aspects, such as improving the interpretability of model predictions.
My research focuses on three perspectives to address these
challenges:
data
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In the following, I summarize my prior works, followed by its application to medicine. I then introduce
the future research problems that fascinate me, as well as my long-term research vision.

Self-Supervised Structure Learning from Natural Data (CVPR,TPAMI)
ML is a technique for recognizing patterns from data. Current works mostly rely on supervised learning
to learn structures from data, i.e. human annotations are required for the collected data. In other words,
each data sample of the dataset (e.g.images) should have a correct answer. Most high-accuracy supervised
models require a large dataset that is completely annotated for a specific task to achieve satisfactory
prediction accuracy. However, obtaining annotated data is often very costly or even infeasible in certain
cases. Supervised models may also be limited to predicting predefined correct answers. Additionally, the
model could be biased as labeled data may not cover the entire universe of potential labels.
We study self-supervised (unsupervised) models which have the following advantages: 1) Data labels are
not needed. Human labor, time and resources could be thus saved and the model can be trained on largescale unlabeled datasets. 2) Self-supervised models could go beyond predefined categories and discovers
patterns from datasets in a data-driven manner.
Recently, self-supervised CV models have made great success in classifying object categories from an image, e.g. a cup is depicted in the image. In addition to the object category, we learn geometric information
as well, e.g. the cup has a handle which is facing towards the user, such that the cup could be directly
picked up. As a pioneer work, [5] discovers the object category and pose from unlabeled images. Applying self-supervised models to medicine also fascinates me. Our group [6] discovers novel phenotypes
of meibomian gland (which resides along the rims of the eyelid) from images without any labels.
We study open long-tailed models to reduce model bias. Our visual world is inherently long-tailed [7],
with a few common visual categories (i.e., head classes) and many more relatively rare categories (i.e., tail
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classes). Most observations are of common categories, and rare ones have very limited observations. For
example, for meibomian gland atrophy, 86% subjects have no or very low atrophy, while only 1% subjects
have severe atrophy [8]. The insufficient data leads to insufficient training of the model and low accuracy
for rare categories. We for the first time formally studied Open Long-Tailed Recognition (OLTR) for natural
data in computer vision, which was studied separately as imbalanced classification, few-shot classification
and open-set recognition [9], [10]. We formally define the OLTR task, develop benchmark datasets and
evaluation protocols, as well as a novel system that outperforms state-of-the-art approaches. We apply
the OLTR framework to applications that deal with natural data, such as wildlife recognition [11].

Structure-Aware Models (CVPR,WACV)
The past few years have witnessed the exponential growth of the size and computation of ML models [12],
[13]. While it is possible to use a much larger model to achieve similar performance, a leaner model would
be more time and resource efficient, both in terms of model training and deployment. Our key intuition
is that to efficiently parse the structures of data, the model should be aware of its structures. We develop
methods specifically designed to preserve data structures such as orthogonality and recurrence [13], [14].
Our lean and efficient models have the following advantages: 1) They take less time to train and optimize
as we use constrained and structure-aware neural optimization. 2) They take less computation power and
responds faster during inference as the model is much smaller. 3) They are robust to adversarial attacks
as such models are aware of data structures and less prone to overfit or be fooled. Applying the technique
to existing medical AI models (supervised like [8] or unsupervised like [6]) could greatly reduce the model
training and inference time.

Structure-Aware Representations (TPAMI)

lift to 3D space

(a)

geometry-aware
parsing

(b)

(c)

Principles behind geometry-aware representation learning: A 2D image is lifted to 3D space by hallucination, and
object organizations and their geometric relationships can be understood.

Two-streams hypothesis [15], a model of the neural processing of vision, argues that humans possess two
visual systems, what (semantics) and where (geometric structures) pathways. We study joint what and where
representation learning, or geometry-aware representation learning, unlike existing works [16], [17] that
learn what representations from images. For example, in the figure above, existing representation learning
methods label (a) as fox. Our geometry-aware representation considers the holistic structure (b) of the
scene and understands it as a fox in front of a log (c).
There are two levels of geometry-aware representation learning: object level and scene level. Our previous
work focuses on object-level representation learning. Specifically, we learn geometry-aware representations by equivariance in the learning mechanism [5], [18]. 1) We demonstrate it is possible to learn a
joint representation that encodes both semantic and geometric information of an object without any
labels. 2) We show the awareness of geometry and the awareness of semantics is benefiting each other.
For example, the approach unsupervisedly learns the symmetry of digits, which improves the semantic
classification as symmetry serves as an indicator for discriminating digits like 6 and 9.
The geometry-aware representations not only enable downstream tasks like semantic and pose classification, but also generative tasks: We are able to generate objects and scenes with high fidelity from such
representations [19], [20].
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Medical Applications (Scientific Reports,TVST)
As a specific application, we develop CV and ML models for
meibography, infrared imaging of the human eyelid for observation meibomian glands, whose dysfunction causes dry
eye syndrome. Figure (a) on the right is a meibography image. Clinicians examine the morphology and atrophy of mei(a)
(b)
bomian glands (highlighted in color in (b)) and decide the
Learning
morphology
and
geometry
of glands
atrophy level.

from meibography images helps build an in-

In our work [8], [21], we segment individual glands from the terpretable model - associations between morimage, and use it for classification purposes, rather than di- phological features and patient demographics,
rectly learning predictions from images. The morphological symptoms and more can be understood and
features provide a fast, quantitative and repeatable way to provide knowledge for clinicians.
measure the morphology of meibomian glands, e.g. the exact
number of glands and the exact length of a specific gland. With the morphology analysis algorithm, we
also learn to associate the morphological features with demographics, patient symptoms, clinical signs
and diagnoses [2], [22]. For example, with the data-driven method, we gain knowledge such as glands
with faint appearance are top indicators for predicting the patient’s age.

Future Directions
To make a difference in the fields of healthcare, medical imaging and other real-world problems, we must
shift the CV and ML paradigms. Currently, the research focuses on passive learning: learning patterns
from existing data without considering much about actions and how actions affect the world. This could
be not optimal as the world is dynamically changing, and ignoring actions and world states may lead to
inaccurate predictions. Rather than re-discovering patterns from existing data, the future is active learning:
a real-time system multi-modality decision system that is able to quickly understand the situation (the
world state) and act. Towards that end, we need representation learning methods that learn effective
actionable representations from dynamic scenes and multi-modality data. With such representations, a
world model that understands world states conditioned on different actions can be built. It has wide
applications ranging from healthcare to robotics.
My prior works on learning structure-aware representations provide basis for developing world models. Specifically, from natural data, we use structure-aware models to learn object-level geometry-aware
representations in a self-supervised fashion. As a fundamental step towards world models, such representations need to be extended to scenes with multiple objects and multi-modality sensory inputs. In the
following, I elaborate on how to make the learned representation more generalizable to encode dynamic
world states, followed by how a preliminary world model could be built. I conclude the section with the
potential applications to medicine and robotics.
Geometry-Aware Representations for Multi-Object Scenes. The first and essential step towards active
vision is to build geometry-aware representations of the environment where multiple objects exist. Our
previous work [5] unsupervisedly learns geometry-aware representations for a single object, which is
not practical enough for modeling complicated environment. I plan to continue this line of research,
and first extend the representation learning for multi-object systems in a simulated environment. I will
then move on to learning representations of static scene images, where multiple objects and complicated
backgrounds are present. Based on these experiences, I will finally learn representations from dynamic
scenes/environments.
Learning from Multi-Modality Data. We live in a world where sensory data of different modalities
(e.g. image, text and sound) helps us make decisions and actions. Towards active vision, an AI system
must be able to make use of multi-modality data. One advantage is that multi-modality data provides
a comprehensive and complementary source for understanding the environment and its geometry (e.g.
learn to navigate with audio like a bat [23], where the visual input and audio input both helps reconstruct
the geometry of the scene). Recently, researchers have made successes in multi-modality CV models
[24], [25]. However, such methods are primarily developed for parsing image semantics, not geometric
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information. Based on our prior work that builds representation learning methods from single-modality
inputs [5], we plan to develop geometry-aware learning methods that learn from multi-modality data,
based on both multi-modality CV models and our previous efforts on self-supervised learning.
World Model: From Passive Learning to Active Learning. We humans are able to learn enormous
amounts of knowledge about the world through observation and interactions in a self-supervised way.
A collection of models of the world tell us what is likely and what is plausible. With the world model,
we predict the consequences of actions. We can also reason, plan, explore, and imagine new solutions
to problems. With our geometry-aware multi-modality representation learning works discussed above
as the basis, we plan to develop preliminary world models that estimate the current state of the world
and perform the optimal action by imagining possible action sequences and consequent state changes.
The efforts will also prepare us for the long-term goal towards world-models that could reason, have
common sense and general intelligence. The world model, even a preliminary version, would enable
many applications ranging from medicine to robotics.
Applications to Medicine and Robotics. The world model would shift the CV and ML paradigm from
passive learning to active learning, and enables many applications. For medicine, world models unleash
possibilities for systems to take actions in response to the changing environment. As a more clinical
application, it can be used for precision medicine, e.g. to assign optimal regimes to patients with distinct
characteristics. We could also train customized treatment plan models on longitudinal patient data with
treatment and consequences. Such models can also be used for simulations in offline settings to investigate
high-risk treatments and identify when the state of patients’ health reaches a critical point. It will help
identify what treatments to avoid without a medical dead-end, where a patient will expire, regardless of
all potential future treatment sequences [26].
Recently, in robotics, modern world models have shown great promise for data-efficient learning in video
games and physical robots [27], [28]. Learning world models from past experience enables robots to
imagine the future outcomes of potential actions, reducing the amount of trial and error in the real environment needed to learn successful behaviors. However, such systems are far from being practical, and
may require heavy human intervention or repair. We anticipate improved performance and stability with
our geometry-aware multi-modality self-supervised world models.
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